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Abstract
The Raychaudhuri equation for a geodesic congruence in the presence of a zero-point length has been
investigated. This is directly related to the small-scale structure of spacetime and possibly captures
some quantum gravity effects. The existence of such a minimum distance between spacetime events
modifies the associated metric structure and hence the expansion as well as its rate of change deviates
from standard expectations. This holds true for any kind of geodesic congruences, including time-like
and null geodesics. Interestingly, this construction works with generic spacetime geometry without
any need of invoking any particular symmetry. In particular, inclusion of a zero-point length results
into a non-vanishing cross-sectional area for the geodesic congruences even in the coincidence limit,
thus avoiding formation of caustics. This will have implications for both time-like and null geodesic
congruences, which may lead to avoidance of singularity formation in the quantum spacetime.
1 Introduction
Raychaudhuri equation governs the flow of geodesics in a given spacetime manifold and it has been the
cornerstone in our understanding of formation of trapped surfaces and singularities (for a recent review, see
[1]). Unlike the field equations, the Raychaudhuri equation has no connection a priori to the gravitational
theory one is interested in, since it is purely of geometrical origin. It essentially determines the rate of
change of area along a geodesic congruence, which gets connected to shear and rotation of the geodesic
congruence and the component of Ricci tensor projected along the geodesics. Only when one tries to
connect the Ricci tensor with matter energy momentum tensor, the gravitational field equations come
into play. In Einstein gravity, with reasonable assumptions on the matter energy momentum tensor, the
Raychaudhuri equation demonstrates that the geodesics will converge forming caustics (see also [2]). This
is broadly due to the attractive nature of gravity. In most of the situations these caustics do not lead to
any spacetime singularities, but under certain circumstances they do, leading to formation of black hole
or cosmological singularities. Removal of these curvature singularities has remained a puzzle for decades.
In this work, we will present a novel approach where formation of caustics can be avoided which possibly
will lead to avoidance of curvature singularities as well [3–5].
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It is generally believed that the quantum theory of gravity, as and when it comes into existence must
take care of these curvature singularities. Since we do not have any consistent quantum theory of gravity
yet in sight, one can not attack the problem of singularity removal head on, but can take a cue from
various other attempts. The single most important fact that is common to all the candidate theories of
quantum gravity is the existence of a zero-point length [6,7]. We will incorporate this fact in the spacetime
geometry by postulating that as two points on the manifold coincide, the geodesic distance between them
does not vanish. As a consequence the classical metric gab gets modified to an effective metric qab (which
we will call the qmetric). The qmetric provides a squared geodesic interval between two events P and p
which approximates to that provided by gab in the limit of large geodesic distances, while at the same
time approaches a finite value different from zero in the coincidence limit, i.e., as p → P [3–5]. Note
that the above approach incorporates some relics of quantum gravity irrespective of any specific theory of
gravitational interaction.
A distinguishing aspect of this approach corresponds to the fact that it can incorporate some generic
quantum gravity effects, but is based on the comfort zone of standard differential geometry. This provides
a useful and at the same time general tool in describing the small-scale quantum effects. Further it can
also be argued that one can incorporate the qmetric to find out how far one can proceed concerning
understanding of various quantum aspects of gravity, without embracing any specific theory of gravity. On
this line, invoking qmetric in various situations of interest, one can arrive at intriguing results also supported
by other candidate theories of quantum gravity. In particular, in the qmetric approach the spacetime
becomes effectively two-dimensional while approaching the Planck’s scale [8]. The dimensional reduction
of spacetime near the Planck scale is well known and appears in a variety of other approaches to quantum
gravity, which include string theory, causal dynamical triangulations, causal set theory and loop quantum
gravity [9–12]. Similar results stem from the small distance limit of Wheeler-DeWitt equation [13, 14],
from the asymptotic safety of the theory [15–17] and to different other attempts based on existence of a
minimum length [18–23] (see [24] for a review and further references on the issue).
From the structure of the qmetric, several hints have been extracted regarding a possible statistical
nature of the field equations for gravity, with intimate connection to the entropy extremization principle
[25]. This derivation is similar to the earlier results discussed in [26,27] based on the macroscopic spacetime
thermodynamics alone. Thus qmetric may provide a microscopic justification for thermodynamic behaviour
of null surfaces [28]. The key aspect to these observations is the realization that the cross-sectional areas
of equi-geodesic hypersurfaces, remain finite in the coincidence limit.
Further investigation of this subject naturally calls for a description of Raychaudhuri equation in
the spacetime geometry described by the qmetric. As we have described earlier, given the generality of
the approach, possibly the result derived in the context of qmetric will not be restricted to any specific
situation but applicable to various approaches to quantum gravity. As emphasized earlier an understanding
of the Raychaudhuri equation in this context will be crucial to see if quantum effects can avoid singularity
formation [29].
There are indeed several results concerning the Raychaudhuri equation in a certain quantum gravity
setting, even if perhaps they are not as numerous and general as in the context of dimensional reduction.
However for completeness we will discuss earlier results suggesting that after accounting for quantum
effects singularity formation could be avoided or, at least, not inevitable. For example, in [30] an attempt
to derive the quantum Raychaudhuri equation has been presented based on exploitation of pilot’s wave
formulation of quantum mechanics. However this assumes an assigned background geometry and hence
ignores back-reaction effects of the matter. There are also results from the context of loop quantum
cosmology exhibiting avoidance of singularity formation in the cosmological context [31,32]. This is due to
the repulsive terms of quantum origin in the Raychaudhuri equation, which takes over when approaching
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the would-be cosmological singularity [33–35]. Similar results exist in the context of space-like singularity
formation during collapse of a massive star to a Schwarzschild black hole [36]. Similar consideration of
string theory, brane world models and theories beyond general relativity provides mixed results [35]. This
is because the nature of additional terms in the Raychaudhuri equation in these contexts depend on the
equation of state of the perfect fluid describing matter. Following this interesting body of works, our aim
here is to derive the Raychaudhuri equation using the qmetric description and hence study the effect of
zero point length on formation of caustics. We will present a unified formulations for the null as well
as space/time-like geodesic congruences. Subsequently we will investigate the derived equations in the
coincidence limit and hence explore the consequences of zero point length in focussing of geodesics.
The paper is organized as follows: We have provided a basic introduction to the qmetric and have
discussed the effect of qmetric on the expansion of null as well as space-like and time-like geodesics in
Section 2. Taking a cue from this analysis we have discussed the Raychaudhuri equation and its coinci-
dence limit in Section 3. Finally we conclude with a discussion on the results obtained. Some additional
computations are presented in Appendix A.
2 The qmetric and expansion of geodesics
In a D dimensional spacetime we consider a space-like, time-like or null congruence Γ of affinely param-
eterized geodesics. In case Γ is made out of space-like or time-like congruence of geodesics, we define
the normalized tangent vectors na to the geodesic curves as, na = {1/2
√
ǫσ2(x, x′)}∇aσ2(x, x′), where
σ2(x, x′) is the geodesic distance between the spacetime points xa and x′a and ǫ = ±1 for space-like/time-
like geodesics. If xa denote the spacetime coordinates of a generic point on a geodesic γ ∈ Γ, then the
qmetric qab(x, x
′) at xa relative to the point x′a can be written as [5]
qab(x, x
′) = Agab + ǫ
( 1
α
−A
)
nanb . (1)
The above holds true if the two points xa and x′a are separated by space-like/time-like geodesics, i.e., when
Γ consists of space-like/time-like geodesics. For null geodesics, a slightly different structure is necessary.
If ℓa is the tangent to a null geodesic γ, which is affinely parametrized by λ, it follows that ℓa = (d/dλ)a.
For null geodesics one must introduce an additional structure through the null vector ka, defined as
ka ≡ 2ua − ℓa, where ua is the four-velocity of any time-like observer at that spacetime point. The
observer is chosen such that it satisfies the following conditions, ℓaV
a = −1 and gabkaℓb = −2. A priori
these relations hold true at a fixed point on the null geodesic, but parallel transport helps one to define
these relations all along the null geodesic γ. In terms of these two null vectors ℓa and ka, one can express
the qmetric for null separated events as [37],
qab(x, x
′) = A gab −
( 1
β
−A
)
ℓ(a k b) . (2)
Here symmetrization comes with a factor of (1/2). The structure of the qmetric for space-like/time-like
geodesics depends heavily on the quantities α and A respectively, both being functions of the squared
geodesic distance σ2(x, x′) between xa and x′a respectively. These two quantities are expressed as [5]
α =
S
σ2 S′2
; A =
S
σ2
(
∆
∆S
) 2
D−1
, (3)
3
where S = S(σ2) is the geodesic distance according to the qmetric, with limx→x′ S = ǫL
2
0, which is
finite. In the above expression ‘prime’ denotes differentiation with respect to σ2 and ∆ is the Van Vleck
determinant associated with the geodesic distance σ2 [38–41] (see also [42–44]), defined as,
∆(p, P ) = − 1√
g(x) g(x′)
det
[
− (∇a)x (∇b)x′ 1
2
σ2(x, x′)
]
. (4)
Further we have introduced another quantity ∆S , which is defined as ∆S(x, x
′) ≡ ∆(xS , x′), with xaS being
that point on γ which has the property σ2(xS , x
′) = S(x, x′). Along identical lines the quantities β and A
associated with the qmetric for the null geodesics are functions of the affine parameter λ such that (see,
e.g., [37]),
β =
1
dλS/dλ
; A = λ
2
S
λ2
(
∆
∆S
) 2
D−2
. (5)
Here λS is the qmetric affine parametrization of γ such that, limx→x′ λS → L0 in the coincidence limit.
Further, we also have ∆S(x, x
′) = ∆(xS , x
′), where xaS is that point on γ (on the same side of x) which
satisfies the condition λ(xS , x
′) = λS . This completes the basic discussion regarding the qmetric for both
space-like/time-like and null geodesics.
The main ingredient of Raychaudhuri equation is the expansion of the geodesics. For space-like/time-
like geodesics the appropriate quantity to look for is the trace of the extrinsic curvature, which has the
following expression, K = ∇ana. On the other hand, for affinely parametrized null geodesics, similar
expression for the expansion reads θ = ∇aℓa. Our main aim of this work is to discuss the expansion
Kq and its rate of change for space-like/time-like geodesics, as well as θq and its rate of change for null
geodesics in the presence of a zero-point length. Ultimately we want to explore the behaviour of the
resulting equations in the coincidence limit along γ.
In the non-null case we start from the results presented in [45]. In which case for geodesic curves the
trace of the extrinsic curvature associated with the qmetric reads
Kq =
√
α
[
K + (D − 1) d
dσ
ln
√
A
]
, (6)
where σ ≡
√
ǫσ2. Here Kq = ∇(q)a na(q), with na (q) = (1/2
√
ǫS)∇aS is the tangent to γ at p according to
the qmetric-affine parameterization. Further note that the covariant derivative is also defined with respect
to the qmetric, leading to its own connection Γabc(q) =
1
2q
ad(−∇dqbc + 2∇(b q c)d) + Γabc, where Γabc is the
connection compatible with gab [45]. From Eq. (3), the parameter α can be rewritten as (d
√
ǫS/dσ)−2.
Using Eq. (3) and Eq. (6) we readily get
(
dK
dσ
)
q
=
dKq
d
√
ǫS
= α
dK
dσ
+ (D − 1)α d
2 ln
√
A
dσ2
+
1
2
dα
dσ
[
K + (D − 1) d ln
√
A
dσ
]
, (7)
which coincides with the expression reported in [45] for the rate of change of expansion of congruences of
space-like/time-like equi-geodesic curves associated with the qmetric. In the null case, on the other hand,
the expansion θq associated with the qmetric takes the following form [37, 46]
θq = ∇(q)a ℓa(q) =
(
dλ
dλS
)
θ +
1
2
(D − 2) dλ
dλS
d lnA
dλ
= β
[
θ + (D − 2) d ln
√
A
dλ
]
. (8)
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Here, ∇(q)a is the qmetric covariant derivative, which has been introduced after Eq. (6) and la(q) = (d/dλS)a
is the tangent to the null geodesics with qmetric-affine parameterization λS . Using the explicit expressions
for the quantity A from Eq. (5) in terms of the associated Van-Vleck determinant, we finally obtain,(
dθ
dλ
)
q
=
dθq
dλS
= β
dθ
dλS
+ (D − 2)β d
dλS
d
dλ
ln
√
A+ dβ
dλS
[
θ + (D − 2) d
dλ
ln
√
A
]
= β2
dθ
dλ
+ (D − 2)β2 d
2
dλ2
ln
√
A+ 1
2
d(β2)
dλ
[
θ + (D − 2) d
dλ
ln
√
A
]
. (9)
This yields the rate of change of the expansion of the null generators along the null geodesic in the
context of qmetric. It is interesting to note that the equations, namely Eq. (7) and Eq. (9) for space-
like/time-like and null geodesics can be transformed from one to the other. This is achieved through the
following replacement, namely, {(D − 2), β2,A} ↔ {(D − 1), α, A}, or in other words, {(D − 2), λ, λS} ↔
(D − 1), σ,
√
ǫS}. Note that, so far we have not used the explicit expressions for the quantity A (or, A).
Use of which along with some expression for the extrinsic curvature in terms of Van Vleck determinant
enables us to provide alternative, but simpler expressions of the Raychaudhuri equation in the presence of
zero point length, which will be useful while considering the coincidence limit.
For this purpose, we start with the following expression for the extrinsic curvature in terms of the Van
Vleck determinant, namely, K = {(D− 1)/σ}− (d/dσ) ln∆. Inserting this expression in Eq. (7) and using
the expression for A from Eq. (3), we obtain (for a derivation see Appendix A),(
dK
dσ
)
q
= − D − 1(√
ǫS
)2 − d2 ln∆S
d
√
ǫS
2 . (10)
Thus we can relate the rate of expansion of space-like/time-like geodesics in the presence of zero point length
with the modified geodesic distance and modified Van Vleck determinant associated with the qmetric. It
is possible to write down a similar expression for the rate of expansion of null geodesics as well. This
requires use of the following expression for the expansion θ of null geodesics, such that, θ = (D − 2)/λ−
(d/dλ) ln∆. Use of this expression along with that for A as in Eq. (5), casts Eq. (9) to the following form
(see Appendix A for derivation), (
dθ
dλ
)
q
= −D − 2
λ2S
− d
2 ln∆S
dλ2S
. (11)
This provides the simpler form of the rate of change of expansion for null geodesics in the presence of zero
point length. We would like to emphasize that, following our expectations, the rate of change of expansion
for the space-like/time-like and the null case can be derived from one another through the following
mapping: {(D − 1),√ǫS} ↔ {(D − 2), λS}. This completes our discussion regarding derivation of the
rate of change of expansion for qmetric, inheriting zero point length, starting from the original classical
spacetime, characterized by the metric gab or the geodesic distance σ
2. We will now try to understand the
coincidence limit, i.e., as the geodesics starts to converge. In particular, we would like to see whether the
convergence of geodesics can be avoided in the present premise.
3 Coincidence Limit: Finiteness of Raychaudhuri Equation
In this section we will first write down the Raychaudhuri equation associated with geodesic observers for
both space-like and null hypersurfaces and then shall discuss the coincidence limit of the Raychaudhuri
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equation and argue about finiteness of the same. This may have interesting implications for singularity
structure in the presence of zero point length. First of all the Raychaudhuri equation associated with the
expansion of time-like geodesics without the zero point length reads,(
dK
dσ
)
= − 1
D − 1K
2 − σabσab −Rabnanb , (12)
where, σab = Kab − {1/(D − 1)}Khab is traceless as hab = gab + nanb is the induced metric on the equi-
geodesic surface, and Kab = h
c
a∇cnb = ∇anb (since na satisfies geodesic equation). The twist ωab is absent
in the above expression due to hypersurface orthogonality of the vectors na, tangent to the geodesic. As
evident from the expansion of K, both dK/dσ and K2 diverges in the coincidence limit and hence in this
limit the Raychaudhuri equation, presented above, becomes ill-defined.
Even though the extrinsic curvatureK of the equi-geodesic surfaces scale as (1/σ), the quantity σabσ
ab+
Rabn
anb is finite in the coincidence limit and takes the value,
lim
σ→0
(
σabσ
ab +Rabn
anb
)
= −
(
dK
dσ
)
− 1
D − 1K
2
= − 1
D − 1
(
D − 1
σ
− σ
3
F
)2
−
(
− D − 1
σ2
− 1
3
F
)
= F , (13)
where F ≡ Rabnanb. Thus a part of the Raychaudhuri equation remains finite in the coincidence limit,
while overall both the sides of the Raychaudhuri equation diverge. This signifies the formation of caustics
as the geodesics meet at a certain point.
The above conclusion was derived from general relativistic consideration. However, incorporation of a
zero-point length in the spacetime will presumably prohibit formation of such caustics. Thus it will be
interesting to ask what happens to the Raychaudhuri equation in the coincidence limit from the qmetric
perspective, in particular can the associated geodesics form caustics? To answer that, we can immediately
express the Raychaudhuri equation by appropriately generalizing Eq. (12), presented in the context of
qmetric as,
− D − 1(√
ǫS
)2 − d2 ln∆S
d
√
ǫS
2 =
(
dK
dσ
)
q
= − 1
D − 1K
2
q − σ(q)ab σab(q) −R(q)ab na(q)nb(q) , (14)
where Eq. (10) has been used to relate (dK/dσ)q, appearing on the left hand side of the Raychaudhuri
equation, to the modified geodesic distance S(σ2) and derivative with respect to the modified Van-Vleck
determinant ∆S. From this and further inspection of the formula for Kq in Appendix A (see Eq. (26)),
we see that we need to know the expression for Van Vleck determinant as well as its first and second
derivatives to comment on formation of caustics in this case. We have to be careful, since there exist no
general expression for the Van Vleck determinant, but only some expansion for small σ. It is certainly
possible to carry over that expansion to qmetric as well (see Appendix A), but these series cannot converge
if the curvature at x′ blows up. Even if the curvature is finite at x′, still ∆S can be diverging at point xS
if geodesics emerging from x′ do have a focal point at xS (due the meaning of Van Vleck determinant as
ratio of the actual density of geodesics and the density for flat spacetime, cf. [43]). If L0 is of the order of
Planck’s length and we are not too near to a singularity (safely away with distance ∼ O(L0)), we can be
sure that no such focal points can appear before a distance L0 from x
′, and thus limx→x′ ∆S is finite. From
the finiteness of the expansion of ∆S , we can also deduce that its first and second derivatives will be finite.
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Thus the result we will derive next, has general direct applicability towards formation of caustics, but
is not immediately applicable at an already formed singularity. For the second derivative, the expansion
yields
d2 ln∆S
d
√
ǫS
2 =
F
3
+
F˙
2
√
ǫS +O(ǫS) , (15)
where, F = Rabnanb and ‘dot’ denotes derivative with respect to the geodesic distance σ. As mentioned,
the above quantity is finite in the coincidence limit, and is proportional to F to the leading order. Analo-
gously, even if K diverges in the coincidence limit, K(q) does not. This can be seen by using Eq. (6) and
expressions for α and A from Eq. (3), such that for spacelike geodesics,
lim
x→x′
Kq = lim
x→x′
√
S
σ(dS/dσ2)
[
D − 1
σ
− d ln∆
dσ
+ (D − 1) d
dσ
ln
{√
S
σ
(
∆
∆S
)1/(D−1)}]
= lim
x→x′
√
S
σ(dS/dσ2)
[
D − 1
σ
− d ln∆
dσ
− (D − 1)
σ
+
(D − 1)
2
√
S
1√
S
dS
dσ
+
d ln∆
dσ
− d ln∆S
dσ
]
= lim
x→x′
√
S
σ(dS/dσ2)
[
2(D − 1)σ
2S
dS
dσ2
− d ln∆S
d
√
S
× 2σ
2
√
S
dS
dσ2
]
= lim
x→x′
[
(D − 1)√
S
− d ln∆S
d
√
S
]
=
(
D − 1
L0
)
− F
3
L0 − F˙
4
L20 +O(L30) . (16)
Here we have used the fact that, K = (D − 1)/σ − (d/dσ) ln∆, as well as Eq. (28) in Appendix A. A
similar analysis can be performed for timelike geodesics as well, yielding an identical result. It turns out
that alike the extrinsic curvature for the qmetric, its rate of change, i.e., (dK/dσ)q is finite as well in the
coincidence limit. This can be seen from Eq. (10), leading to the following result
lim
x→x′
(
dK
dσ
)
q
= −D − 1
L20
− F
3
− F˙
2
L0 , (17)
which is also finite. Here we have used the expansion of the term ln∆S as presented in Appendix A. Thus
both Kq and its rate of change along the geodesic are finite, as evident from Eq. (16) and Eq. (17), while
the respective expressions for general relativity are diverging. Thus presence of a zero point length has
smoothened the divergent quantinties. Finally from Eq. (14) we can immediately obtain the coincidence
limit of σabσ
ab +Rabn
anb associated with the qmetric, which yield,
lim
x→x′
(
σabσ
ab +Rabn
anb
)
q
= −
(
dK
dσ
)
q
− 1
D − 1K
2
q
=
D − 1
L20
+
F
3
+
F˙
2
L0 − 1
D − 1
{(
D − 1
L0
)
− F
3
L0 − F˙
4
L20
}2
= F + F˙L0 + terms depending on
(
F2, F¨
)
O(L20) . (18)
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First of all, as expected, the above expression is finite, as in the case of gab, but more importantly inherits
corrections over and above the general relativity result which are proportional to the zero point length L0
and its higher powers. Thus both the left hand side and the right hand side of the Raychaudhuri equation
for geodesics in qmetric are finite, in complete contrast with the corresponding situation with gab. This
depicts another instance, where divergences in the qmetric manifest themselves in such a manner that
geometric quantities derived from them are finite.
Another point must be emphasized in this context, expressions for quantities like, σabσ
ab as well as
Ricci tensor associated with the qmetric are very difficult to determine in terms of geometrical quantities
associated with gab. This has to do with the complicated non-local dependance of the qmetric on gab. Still,
some components of the Ricci tensor associated with the qmetric can be presented in terms of geometrical
quantities, which have highly non-trivial dependance on gab, see e.g., [5,45]. Thus it would be interesting to
use Eq. (18) in order to check the consistency of any future computations connecting geometrical quantities
associated with qmetric to that with gab.
This suggests that there will exist no caustics and hence geodesic convergence can be avoided in the
context of qmetric. It is tempting to comment on possible removal of curvature singularities as well in this
context. This will happen in case of finiteness of the Van Vleck determinant ∆S in the coincidence limit
of collapsing matter world lines. We will have a look at this in next section.
A similar consideration applies to null geodesics as well, for which the Raychaudhuri equation associated
with the background metric takes the familiar form,
dθ
dλ
= − 1
D − 2θ
2 − σabσab −Rabℓaℓb . (19)
In this context as well, even though σabσ
ab and Rabℓ
aℓb are finite, the expansion squared and its rate of
change along the null geodesic diverges in the coincidence limit. This again signals formation of caustics and
convergence of null geodesics. The Raychaudhuri equation for null geodesics in the qmetric can be obtained
by simply generalizing each geometrical quantities appearing in the above expression to their respective
counterpart for qmetric. Further using Eq. (11), the modified Raychaudhuri equation for qmetric becomes,
−D − 2
λ2S
− d
2 ln∆S
dλ2S
=
(
dθ
dλ
)
q
= − 1
D − 2θ
2
q − σ(q)ab σab(q) −R(q)ab ℓa(q)ℓb(q) , (20)
where σab = θab − {1/(D − 2)}θ χab is the shear tensor associated with the null geodesics with χab =
gab + (1/2)(ℓakb + ℓbka) being the induced metric on the equi-geodesic surface. In this case as well, in the
coincidence limit the derivative of the Van Vleck determinant is given by Eq. (15) with
√
ǫS replaced by
λS . Along with this the following results for coincidence limit of various geometrical quantities of interest
can also be derived,
lim
x→x′
θq =
(
D − 2
L0
)
− F
3
L0 − F˙
4
L20 +O(L30) ; (21)
and
lim
x→x′
(
dθ
dλ
)
q
= −
(
D − 2
L20
)
− F
3
− F˙
2
L0 +O(L20) , (22)
where F is the null limit of Rabnanb, reading Rabℓaℓb. These results can be derived by following the
exact steps of Eq. (16) and Eq. (17), keeping in mind that we are working with null geodesics. As evident
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from Eq. (21) and Eq. (22), the quantities diverging in the coincidence limit for gab are finite when their
counterparts in the qmetric is considered. Thus we obtain, the coincidence limit of the geometrical quantity
σabσ
ab +Rabℓ
aℓb for the qmetric to be,
lim
x→x′
(
σabσ
ab +Rabℓ
aℓb
)
q
= −
(
dθ
dλ
)
q
− 1
D − 2θ
2
q
=
D − 2
L20
+
F
3
+
F˙
2
L0 − 1
D − 2
{(
D − 2
L0
)
− F
3
L0 − F˙
4
L20
}2
= F + F˙L0 + terms depending on
(
F2, F¨
)
O(L20) , (23)
which is not only finite but also involve corrections proportional to various powers of the zero point length.
Therefore, if we are not too close to already existing singularity (affine distance larger than orders of L0)
all of the previous discussion for spacelike/timelike case does apply also for the null case as well. Hence, in
these circumstances, even in the context of null geodesics we have a finite coincidence limit for each term
of the Raychaudhuri equation avoiding formation of caustics.
This is consistent with the result derived for time-like geodesics and to leading order is identical to F .
This provides yet another interpretation for the object Rabℓ
aℓb, abundant in thermodynamic description of
gravity [28, 47–51]. Thus our analysis explicitly demonstrates that the Raychaudhuri equation associated
with qmetric remains finite in the coincidence limit, implying avoidance of caustics. This is because, there
is always a residual length L0 preventing the two geodesics from merging.
Another interesting result in this context is non-vanishing of the cross-section of the geodesics in
the coincidence limit. For time-like geodesics the effective cross-sectional region is a (D − 1)-dimensional
volume, while for null geodesics it is a (D−2)-dimensional area. In the context of qmetric both of them will
be modified. It turns out that both the area and volume will be finite in the coincidence limit. In particular,
the (D − 1)-dimensional volume in the coincidence limit will behave as dD−1Vq = LD−10 (1/∆S)(dη)D−1
and the (D − 2)-dimensional surface will behave as dD−2Aq = LD−20 (1/∆S)(dη)D−2. Here (dη)D−1 (or,
(dη)D−2) is the angular contribution from the volume (or, area) of the respective region in coincidence
limit (for details, see [25, 37]). The finiteness of both these results are consistent with our findings from
the Raychaudhuri equation for the qmetric. Since the fact that geodesics do not form caustics, as the
coincidence limit is taken, ensures that the transverse area/volume normal to the geodesics must also
remain finite. This provides yet another demonstration of the correctness of the result presented above.
4 Discussions and Concluding Remarks
One of the key mathematical structures of a Lorentzian manifold is its causal structure, and global prop-
erties of this causal structure are crucial in understanding classical solutions of general relativity in the
strong gravity regime. This is best demonstrated by the classical singularity theorems of Penrose and
Hawking [52], the proofs of which crucially rely on the causal structure of the spacetime and some generic
conditions on matter fields. However, what remains largely an unresolved issue is the behaviour of light
cones, and the resultant causal structure of spacetime, at small scales. It is widely believed that quantum
gravitational fluctuations would drastically affect the behaviour of light cones at small scales, thereby
altering the causal connectedness of spacetime at very small scales. For example, in cosmology the BKL
conjecture is effectively tied to the closing up of light cones near a space-like singularity. However, what
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happens to the light cones in a generic spacetime at an arbitrary event (not necessarily a singularity) re-
mains largely unclear, although there have been analysis based on Raychaudhuri equation and stress tensor
fluctuations [53–55, 58]. The analysis presented here is in a similar spirit, but attempts to go somewhat
deeper, as we study the behaviour of light rays on a quantum spacetime, described by a qmetric, which
admits a lower bound on geodesic intervals. This is perhaps the most minimalistic requirement that can
be imposed on a quantum spacetime, supported by almost all known frameworks of quantum gravity.
For completeness, let us briefly comment on a possible connection of this approach with string theory,
in particular the notion of T-duality. For this purpose one should note that in most of the string theory
models presence of extra dimensions are unavoidable and they must be compact to avoid detection at
present day energy scales, leading to a compactification length scale in the theory. Therefore from the
perspective of a four-dimensional observer the physics is bounded by the compactification length scale R
associated with the compactified extra dimensions. However, such a scenario must also respect T-duality
inherited from underlying string theory, which cannot distinguish between R and α′/R, where α′ is the
string slope. This immediately suggests that from the perspective of a low energy observer,
√
α′ acts as
the minimum length scale from the perspective of a low energy observer. Thus in this manner one can
motivate the existence of such a minimum length scale from the perspective of a higher dimensional string
theory [56, 57].
When generalised to null intervals [37], the qmetric provides new insights into the small scale behaviour
of light cones emanating from an arbitrary event in spacetime. These insights strengthens further as we
inspect the Raychaudhuri equation on the quantum spacetime, which is what has been attempted in
the present work. Two key results emerge from this analysis: (i) existence of an upper bound on the
expansions of null and time-like geodesics, and (ii) additional terms in the Raychaudhuri equation related
to the Van Vleck determinant associated with the modified geodesic interval. (For a result similar to (i),
see [58]). As stressed in the derivation, these results hold true provided we are not too close to an already
existing singularity. But what about if we have no singularity at start? Will zero-point length analysis
foresee avoidance of singularity formation? To investigate this, following [46] we may consider a null
shell, let us say a shell of photons, undergoing spherically symmetric collapse towards a spacetime point
C. Our geodesics are now explicitly actual world lines of particles. Classically, a curvature singularity
blatantly develops at C. This is because energy per unit transverse area diverges and the geodesics become
incomplete [52]. In the qmetric picture the situation is quite different. The energy density does not diverge
as the van Vleck determinant ∆S and then the area element remain finite in the coincidence limit. To see
this, note that at coincidence, ∆S is determined by a configuration in which no singularity is present, with
the photons at points xS at affine distance L0 from the point C, point in which everything is finite and
regular. We can be sure thus that the points at xS are not focal points and then that ∆S is finite. Thus,
the null geodesics do not cease to exist after a finite affine parameter and one hopes that a singularity
never develops.
Hence, the most important implications of our analysis would be to study the structure of spacetime
near a about-to-form space-like singularity, that is in a domain where time-like and null geodesics ter-
minate, resulting in geodesic incompleteness, usually also accompanied by divergences in the curvature
tensor components measured in some parallel propagated basis. Detailed quantitative predictions remain
a challenging task. Indeed, it is worth emphasising here that our entire framework, based as it is on the
structure of the qmetric, depends on the knowledge of the world function and the Van Vleck determinant.
Exact expressions for these are not available even for the Schwarzschild geometry, while an approximate
expansion in a covariant Taylor series would not be of much help at circumstances in which F is large.The
essential complication we are hinting at can be conveyed by a simple consideration. We expect, on generic
grounds, that the qmetric corrections would depend on the ratios q1 = L
2
0/σ
2 and q2 = RL
2
0, R being
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a typical magnitude of the curvature tensor components. Away from a curvature singularity, we expect
q1 ≫ q2 in the coincidence limit. However, near a curvature singularity, R itself might diverge as 1/σ2 (as
happens for radial geodesics in Schwarzschild), thereby making q2 ∼ q1. It is therefore impossible to find
a domain in which any kind of Taylor expansion would be applicable. The only way forward seems to be
to find a non-covariant expansion of the world function and the Van Vleck determinant in terms of some
suitably chosen coordinates near the about-to-be singular region. This is currently being investigated.
It is worth noting, finally, that our derivation of the quantum Raychaudhuri equation does not hinge
on any assigned particular symmetry of spacetime (like isotropy, for instance), and as such it refers to
a completely generic geometry. This makes it applicable to arbitrary Lorentzian spacetimes, including
the Lorentzian geometries arising as solutions to higher dimensional and/or higher curvature actions.
Moreover, we have not made any assumptions regarding the nature of quantum fluctuations or of the
matter stress-tensor that are responsible for distorting the causal structure of spacetime. Indeed, our
results hold in the coincidence limit as long as geodesic intervals have a lower bound, and is insensitive
to the exact form of the modified geodesic intervals (provided they satisfy certain smoothness conditions,
see [5]), which will anyway require a complete quantum gravitational analysis. In this sense, we expect
our result concerning small scale behaviour of the Raychaudhuri equation on a quantum spacetime to be
robust. It’s implications for singularities and singularity theorems are under investigation.
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A Some Relevant Computations
In this appendix we will briefly describe some calculations relevant for the present work. First of all let us
derive Eq. (10) starting from the following expression for the extrinsic curvature in terms of the Van-Vleck
determinant, namely, K = {(D − 1)/σ} − (d/dσ) ln∆. Inserting this expression in Eq. (7) and using the
expression for A from Eq. (3), we obtain,
(
dK
dσ
)
q
= α
{
−D − 1
σ2
− d
2
dσ2
ln∆ + (D − 1) d
2
dσ2
ln
(√
ǫS
σ
(
∆
∆S
) 1
D−1
)}
+
1
2
dα
dσ
[
D − 1
σ
− d
dσ
ln∆ + (D − 1) d
dσ
ln
(√
ǫS
σ
(
∆
∆S
) 1
D−1
)]
= α
{
(D − 1) d
dσ
(
1√
ǫS
d
√
ǫS
dσ
)
− d
dσ
(
d
√
ǫS
dσ
d ln∆S
d
√
ǫS
)}
−
(
dσ
d
√
ǫS
)2
d2
√
ǫS
dσ2
(
D − 1√
ǫS
− d ln∆S
d
√
ǫS
)
= −D − 1
ǫS
α
(
d
√
ǫS
dσ
)2
+
α√
ǫS
(D − 1)d
2
√
ǫS
dσ2
− αd ln∆S
d
√
ǫS
d2
√
ǫS
dσ2
− αd
2 ln∆S
d
√
ǫS
2
(
d
√
ǫS
dσ
)2
−
(
dσ
d
√
ǫS
)2
d2
√
ǫS
dσ2
(
D − 1√
ǫS
− d ln∆S
d
√
ǫS
)
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= −D − 1
ǫS
− d
2 ln∆S
d
√
ǫS
2 . (24)
In a similar fashion it is also possible to write down an expression for the rate of expansion of null geodesics
as well, which is presented in Eq. (11). The derivation requires use of the expression for θ and that for A,
which casts Eq. (9) to the following form,
(
dθ
dλ
)
q
= β2
[
− (D − 2)
λ2
− d
2
dλ2
ln∆ + (D − 2) d
2
dλ2
ln
(
λS
λ
(
∆
∆S
) 1
D−2
)]
+
1
2
d(β2)
dλ
[
D − 2
λ
− d ln∆
dλ
+ (D − 2) d
dλ
ln
(
λS
λ
(
∆
∆S
) 1
D−2
)]
= β2
[
(D − 2) d
dλ
(
1
λS
dλS
dλ
)
− d
dλ
(
dλS
dλ
d ln∆S
dλS
)]
−
(
dλ
dλS
)2
d2λS
dλ2
(
D − 2
λS
− d ln∆S
dλS
)
= −D − 2
λ2S
β2
(
dλS
dλ
)2
+
β2
λS
(D − 2)d
2λS
dλ2
− β2 d ln∆S
dλS
d2λS
dλ2
− β2 d
2 ln∆S
dλ2S
(
dλS
dλ
)2
−
(
dλ
dλS
)2
d2λS
dλ2
(
D − 2
λS
− d ln∆S
dλS
)
= −D − 2
λ2S
− d
2 ln∆S
dλ2S
. (25)
These are the two expressions used in the main text. Note that these results can also be arrived at from
a completely different perspective. We will illustrate that as well for completeness. Let us start from
the expression of trace of extrinsic curvature for space-like/time-like geodesics, which we have described
earlier. Substitution of this expression in Eq. (6), yields,
Kq =
dσ
d
√
ǫS
[
D − 1
σ
− d
dσ
ln∆ + (D − 1) d
dσ
ln
(√
ǫS
σ
(
∆
∆S
) 1
D−1
)]
=
dσ
d
√
ǫS
[
D − 1√
ǫS
d
√
ǫS
dσ
− d
√
ǫS
dσ
d
d
√
ǫS
ln∆S
]
=
D − 1√
ǫS
− d
d
√
ǫS
ln∆S . (26)
Taking another derivative of this expression with respect to the modified geodesic distance
√
ǫS, we obtain
(dK/dσ)q. One can immediately verify that the resulting expression is identical to Eq. (10). Finally for
null geodesics as well one can use the expression for expansion parameter θ for the classical spacetime,
yielding the modified expansion parameter θq for qmetric, such that,
θq =
dλ
dλS
[
D − 2
λ
− d
dλ
ln∆ + (D − 2) d
dλ
ln
(
λS
λ
(
∆
∆S
) 1
D−2
)]
=
dλ
dλS
[
D − 2
λS
dλS
dλ
− dλS
dλ
d
dλS
ln∆S
]
=
D − 2
λS
− d
dλS
ln∆S . (27)
This expression, as one can easily verify will lead to Eq. (11) as a derivative with respect to λS is taken.
Note that in these (exact) expressions, any dependence of (dK/dσ)q or (dθ/dλ)q on α and A or on β and A
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have been translated into a dependence on
√
ǫS or λS and the modified Van Vleck determinant ∆S . The
modified Van Vleck determinant ∆S can be expanded in a power series for small lS , with lS ≡
√
ǫS for
space-like/time-like geodesics and lS ≡ λS for null geodesics, with coefficients depending on the Riemann
tensor of the classical spacetime gab. These expansions have been used while considering the coincidence
limit and hence it is beneficial to point it out here,
∆S = 1 +
F(x′)
6
l2S +
F˙(x′)
12
l3S +O
(
l4S
)
. (28)
Here F = Rabnanb and F˙ = na∂aF for space-like/time-like geodesics, while F = Rabℓaℓb and F˙ = ℓa∂aF
for null geodesics. We have used this expression in the main text.
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